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Renowned beauty expert Nadine Jolie Courtney (composing as Nadine Haobsh) has the
answers to the world&apos; In this must-have handbook for the present day girl, she offers
sector secrets and insider tips about everything beauty--from steps to make a dye work last
to finding the perfect mascara to creating the perfect ponytail--fearlessly debunking with wit,
design, and smarts the normal beauty myths perpetuated by the top magazines.How red can I
go before my lips produce me appearance too vampy?What&apos; .s expert guidance and
priceless secrets, you&apos;s the correct method for using that a lot of important beauty
accessory, the eyelash curler?Is it ever prematurily . to get Botox?Forget celebrity trends and
complicated how-to books.ll have the best skin and locks at any age!s really BIG queries:How
much should I tip my hair stylist (and the hair shampoo woman and the colorist)? With
Nadine&apos;What&apos;ll discover ways to put yourself jointly flawlessly within ten mins .s
the very best perfume for my life-style? . and you&apos; In Beauty Confidential, Nadine titles
names and provides the within scoop on the merchandise that are worthwhile and the ones to
forget.
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The kind of book you keep returning to My copy of the book is covered with highlights,
underlines, and folded down webpages. I have been introduced to amazing new products,
and have had so much fun using them while conserving myself money.I was raised with a
mom who was never vain, and as a result, I had to understand on my own that you don't brush
curly hair, an eyelash curler is only for the very best lashes, that lip liner goes on before
lipstick. I purchased this reserve when I was 24 years old, and still feeling impossibly naive
about many things related to beauty.It was very, very helpful, and I appearance better
consequently! Good Overview This was a fun and engaging tour through the world of (female)
cosmetics and some services. The writer has an beneficial and light style and provides good
recommendations for a wide range of beauty problems and pores and skin types. You will not
find deep technology or chemistry but rather a good, thorough guide to many widely
available beauty resources. A keeper! Saves time, money, and guesswork!! I'm somewhat of a
beauty junkie, but I don't have the gain access to that beauty editors might have. A must read
for anybody into beauty! Each and every item I have purchased that she's recommended
hasn't disappointed me..Before I read this publication I spent over $125 in foundation,
concealor, and powder. I had crimson, irritated acne-prone skin. Given that I am following her
product tips, I am spending just $70, and my pores and skin is the greatest it provides ever
been. Also, I was spending $35 a bottle for a salon brand of intensive conditioner. She
recommended Aussie 3 Minute Deep, which only price me $3! And on top of that, it works
even better! I just received this book and We am flying through it! But do not get worried; she
writes that if products are discontinued, what alternative to look for in clear fine detail so you
don't wander shops unsure if your choice is a match.Finally, a book that gives you true beauty
advice, saving you time, money, and puts the fun back to beauty. I go back to it periodically
when I'm wondering if I'm exfoliating frequently enough, if I should continue steadily to thread
my eyebrows rather than wax them, and if I need a recommendation for blush because mine
seriously isn't showing up on my encounter properly. I could not recommend it more highly.
This book is worth its weight in precious metal. Right down to earth beauty tips for today's
active women!My just complaint is that there is absolutely no sequel (yet) to the excellent
book, simply because there are a few products she recommends that are right now
discontinued." After renewing it twice, I recognized it had been a "keeper" and ordered it from
Amazon. The very first thing I did was go out to Target and bought some L'Oreal Elnett
hairspray. I am happy it is now available in the US. The advice is excellent. I love the hairspray!!
I can't wait to complete the book, and I look forward to future books! I will continue to browse
the book, use it as a reference, and try the recommended items to look the best that I can. My
beauty bible!! In any event it's nice to learn it really works. Only issue was the publication
didn't offer suggestions as to what the best eye lotions are (that was #2 on my list).!). This book
was fun, but it had honest and fun testimonials. Worth the purchase. Occasionally it's a drug
store product, occasionally it's a professional product.! Aside from that, this book is THE BEST
BEAUTY BOOK ON THE MARKET. You won't become disappointed with this publication! I can't
wait to get her second reserve! There is useful information in addition to being funny and
whitty read. Five Stars item as described, thanks!!! I am also a HUGE lover of Bare Escentuals.
:D I loved this publication. Anyone honest enough to say a $6 bottle of drugstore brand
fashwash is preferable to the types in high department stores is normally a hero in my book.. I
DO NOT get a chance to take time to make myself presentable greater than a couple of times
a month. I actually requested this from the library, that i often carry out for books I would love,
but don't should "keep. It's very informative, and entertaining aswell! Nadine Haobsh has



generated the go-to bible for all things beauty. This is just what I wanted. I also loved that she
provided you a range from inexpensive to expensive. The author can be a beauty editor and
provides you to scoop on the very best items out there and a great deal of beauty tips.
Thanks! I picked this through to a whim from the library, and had a blast reading through it. I
am a mom of 4 children between 4 months and 7 yrs . old.great information! What's really
great about this book is she gives you the suggestions to still do it. Some of these items I
discovered the hard way after many years of trial and error, so it is nice to see it in print (and
occasionally with diagrams!! The various other factor that I enjoyed about this book is the tone.
My companion appears like this when she's offering me a verbal slap upside the head as
needed. It really is informative and so well-written - a must for anybody! So, I'm here on
Amazon to get a duplicate for my sisters' birthday. They'll love it! Great reserve! both because I
discovered so much and since it was fairly easy to put it into practice. I really enjoyed the
sections regarding hair; Fabulous book, great tips This book was totally worth every penny I
spent on it. Nadine has used just about any beauty item out there therefore i know I could
trust her judgement when she says a specific product is worth the money. I keep this
publication with me wherever I move!! I really like her no-nonsense approach and would
recommend this publication to anyone I know.! Beauty Confidential This book is for my wife
and she said that she loves it! You can find therefore many answers to beauty queries that
she's. :DLastly, she provided me names of products that there is No Way Upon this Green
Earth that I'd have looked for or tried. Great Great recommendations! I bought many of the
products recommended and have not really been disappointed at all.! Kind of corny. Crappy
Condition The product was described as used-acceptable. It really is falling aside, I am
embarrassed to provide it to my G/F as a gift. The product Sucks Great funny whitty book I
actually thoroughly enjoyed this reserve! Just what a gem of a reserve. I didn't browse every
word.! She covers everything- from salon etiquette, to what items to splurge on, and best of
all, what items to spend less on and purchase at the drugstore.
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